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Description: It would be very helpful to display a total for any/every column of an issue list/custom query that contains a 

numeric field.

The oft quoted example for this is the 'Estimated Time' field, but really it is potentially useful for any numeric 
field. For example, we have a Story Points custom field for some of our Trackers and it would be very helpful 
to be able to see how many Story Points have been allocated against a particular status or version for 
example (maybe using the 'group by' option).

Ideally both the total for the current page and total for all pages (perhaps in brackets) should be shown (as 
per http://www.redmine.org/issues/4776 - except not just for Estimated Time field)

Associated revisions
2008-02-15 06:22 pm - Jean-Philippe Lang 
Fix applied to ruby-net-ldap (#608).

git-svn-id: http://redmine.rubyforge.org/svn/trunk@1148 e93f8b46-1217-0410-a6f0-8f06a7374b81

History
2011-09-14 05:13 am - James Robertson
- File redmine_totals.user.js added

I have hacked together a Greasemonkey/Scriptish user script for adding totals to any numeric column in the Issue list, browser-side. I've provided the 
script here in case it's of any use to anyone else. Warning, it's pretty fragile and relies on the table structure and class names remaining constant. I 
hope someone finds it useful and /or wants to make it better :-)

2012-01-10 11:52 am - Victor Sergienko
I used to use "the redmine-4776 patch":http://www.redmine.org/issues/4776
Maybe it can be applied to Redmine?

2012-11-05 12:42 pm - Christophe Deliens
+1 for this feature request. Right now, we have to export to Excel to make a simple SUM of "Estimated time". Thx!

2012-11-21 01:40 am - Guillaume Bourque
+ 1 for me also !

Files
redmine_totals.user.js 3.2 kB 2011-09-14 James Robertson
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